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Modern global analyses of the structure of the proton include collider measurements which probe
energies well above the electroweak scale. While these provide powerful constraints on the parton
distribution functions (PDFs), they are also sensitive to beyond the Standard Model (BSM) dy-
namics if these affect the fitted distributions. Here we present a first simultaneous determination
of the PDFs and BSM effects from deep-inelastic structure function data by means of the NNPDF
framework. We consider representative four-fermion operators from the SM Effective Field Theory
(SMEFT), quantify to which extent their effects modify the fitted PDFs, and assess how the re-
sulting bounds on the SMEFT degrees of freedom are modified. Our results demonstrate how BSM
effects that might otherwise be reabsorbed into the PDFs can be systematically disentangled.
Searches for physics beyond the Standard Model
(BSM) at high-energy colliders can be divided into two
main categories: direct searches, aiming to detect the
production of new heavy particles, and indirect searches,
whose goal is to identify subtle deviations in the inter-
actions and properties of the SM particles. The latter
would arise from virtual quantum effects involving BSM
dynamics at energies well beyond the collider centre-of-
mass energy. Both strategies are actively pursued at the
LHC by exploiting its unique energy reach [1] and its
thriving program of precision measurements [2–4].
In this context, the SM Effective Field The-
ory (SMEFT) [5–13] represents a powerful model-
independent approach to identify, interpret, and corre-
late potential BSM effects from precision measurements
under the assumption that the new physics scale, Λ, is
well above the energies probed by the experimental data.
Here, BSM effects can be parametrised at low energies in
terms of dimension-six operators, Oi, constructed from
SM fields satisfying its symmetries:
LSMEFT = LSM +
N∑
i=1
ai
Λ2
Oi , (1)
where LSM is the SM Lagrangian, {ai} are the Wilson
coefficients parametrising the high-energy BSM dynam-
ics, and N is the number of non-redundant operators.
These Wilson coefficients can be constrained from mea-
surements ranging from Higgs, gauge boson, and elec-
troweak precision observables [14–17] to top quark pro-
duction [18, 19], flavour observables [20, 21], and low-
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energy processes [22], among others. In the case of LHC
data, high-energy processes such as Drell-Yan, diboson,
and top-quark production at large invariant masses [23–
29] play a key role since energy-growing effects often en-
hance the sensitivity to the SMEFT contributions.
Several of the high-energy LHC measurements that
constrain the SMEFT parameter space are also used to
provide stringent constraints on the proton’s parton dis-
tribution functions (PDFs) [30, 31]. Prominent examples
include the large-x gluon from top-quark pair [32, 33] and
jet production [34, 35], and the quark-flavor separation
from high-mass Drell-Yan and W and Z boson produc-
tion in association with jets [36–39]. This implies that
BSM effects, if present in the high-energy tails of those
distributions, could end up being “fitted away” into the
PDFs. These concerns are particularly acute for the full
exploitation of the Run II and III datasets, as well as
from the High-Luminosity phase [40] where many PDF-
sensitive observables will reach the few-TeV region [41].
In this work, we want to address two main questions.
First, how can one assess whether BSM effects have been
absorbed into the fitted PDFs? And second, how are the
bounds on the SMEFT coefficients modified if the PDFs
used as input to determine them had been fitted using
a consistent BSM theory? To answer them, we present
here a first simultaneous determination of the proton’s
PDFs and the SMEFT Wilson coefficients {ai} by means
of the NNPDF framework [42–45]. As a proof of con-
cept, we consider the constraints from deep-inelastic scat-
tering (DIS) structure functions on representative four-
fermion operators. This way, we are able to quantify
to which extent SMEFT effects (which parametrise gen-
eral BSM dynamics) can be reabsorbed into the flexible
neural-network based PDF parametrisation [46]. This
has required extending the NNPDF framework such that
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2cross-sections can be evaluated including BSM correc-
tions at the fit level. We also assess how the bounds on
the SMEFT coefficients are modified in this joint fit as
compared to the traditional approach where PDFs are
kept fixed. See [47, 48] for related xFitter [49] studies
restricted to H1 and ZEUS data and to one-parameter
fits.
Here we study the impact of operators of the form
Olq =
(
l¯Rγ
µlR
)
(q¯RγµqR) , q = u, d, s, c , (2)
where lR and qR stand for right-handed charged lep-
tons and quarks fields. We assume coupling universal-
ity in the lepton sector but not in the quark one, in
order to evade the strong constraints from LEP preci-
sion data [50]. These operators lead to a energy-growing
effects and their contributions are weighted by the cor-
responding PDFs, two properties that provide powerful
handles for discriminating them.
The calculation of the SMEFT corrections from the
Olq operators in Eq. (2) to DIS structure functions can
be performed in analogy with the corresponding SM com-
putation. For instance, F2 will now contain terms linear
and quadratic in au, the coefficient of Olu in Eq. (1):
∆F smeft2 ⊃
x
12e4
(
4aue
2Q
2
Λ2
(1 + 4KZs
4
W ) + 3a
2
u
Q4
Λ4
)
×
(
u(x,Q2) + u¯(x,Q2)
)
, (3)
where KZ = Q
2/(4c2W s
2
W (Q
2 + M2Z)), sW = sin θW ,
cW = cos θW , and u (u¯) represents the up (anti-)quark
PDF. The terms linear in au arise from the interference
with the SM amplitudes and are suppressed as Q2/Λ2.
Similar expressions to can be evaluated for the contribu-
tions from Old, Ols, and Olc, and for the parity-violating
structure function xF3, while ∆F
smeft
L = 0 at leading or-
der. In this work we will keep only the leading O (Λ−2)
terms in Eq. (3), though we have verified that results
are stable upon the addition of the O (Λ−4) ones. These
SMEFT-augmented structure functions have been imple-
mented into APFEL [51, 52]. The DGLAP equations for
the scale evolution of the PDFs are unaffected.
Since SMEFT effects are suppressed as Q2/Λ2, only
measurements involving large momentum transfers Q2
will be sensitive to them. The only DIS experiment that
has explored the region Q ∼> MW is HERA [53], whose
legacy structure function data [54] reach up to Qmax '
250 GeV. In Fig. 1 we display the percentage shift in the
e−p neutral current (NC) DIS cross-section,
∆smeft ≡
(
d2σNC/dxdQ2
)/ (
d2σNCSM/dxdQ
2
)− 1 , (4)
as a function of x and Q2, for a representative choice of
coefficients given by au = ac = 0.28 and ad = as =
−0.10. As in the rest of the paper, we assume here
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FIG. 1: The percentage SMEFT-induced shift, Eq. (4), for
the e−p neutral current DIS cross-section at O (Q2/Λ2) for a
representative choice of {aq} as a function of x and Q2.
that Λ = 1 TeV. The corrections depend only mildly
on Bjorken-x and increase rapidly with Q, reaching up
to ' 20% for the upper HERA kinematic limit.
Given that for a sizable region of the SMEFT param-
eter space the shifts Eq. (4) are comparable or bigger
than the experimental uncertainties of the precise HERA
structure functions, the latter can be exploited to impose
bounds on the allowed ranges of the coefficients {aq}.
First of all, we evaluate the values of χ2tot({aq}) for the
DIS measurements used in NNPDF3.1 [55], correspond-
ing to ndat = 3092 data points from BCDMS, SLAC,
NMC, CHORUS, NuTeV, and HERA. In this calcula-
tion, we use NNPDF3.1 NNLO DIS-only as input with
consistent theory settings such as FONLL-C [56] and fit-
ted charm [57]. This is repeated for a range of SMEFT
benchmark points (BPs) (listed in the Appendix) and
for the Nrep = 100 Monte Carlo replicas. The resulting
χ2tot({aq}) values are then fitted to a quadratic form,
χ2min +
∑
q,q′=u,d,s,c
Hqq′
(
aq − a(min)q
)(
aq′ − a(min)q′
)
(5)
where Hqq′ are the elements of the Hessian matrix in
the quark flavour space. Note that Eq. (5) is exact if
the O(Λ−4) corrections are neglected, else it is valid only
close to a local minimum. We have performed the fits of
the SMEFT coefficients both varying a single operator at
a time (individual fits) as well as varying the four of them
simultaneously and then marginalizing over each one.
In Table I we indicate the 90% confidence level (CL)
intervals for the four coefficients obtained with fixed in-
put PDFs. We compare the individual bounds with the
marginalised ones from the four-dimensional fits, without
and with PDF uncertainties. In the former case, theory
calculations are obtained using the central replica. In the
latter case, we compute the bounds for the Nrep = 100
replicas and take the envelope of the 90% narrower ones.
3Individual Marginalised
no PDF unc w PDF unc
au [−0.1,+0.4] [−2.3,+1.4] [−3.6,+2.7]
ad [−1.6,+0.4] [−13,+3.9] [−19,+11]
as [−2.8,+4.2] [−18,+29] [−36,+47]
ac [−2.6,+1.2] [−13,+7.0] [−21,+15]
TABLE I: The 90% CL intervals (for Λ = 1 TeV) for the coef-
ficients extracted with fixed PDFs, comparing individual and
marginalised bounds with and without PDF uncertainties.
The most stringent bounds are obtained for au, fol-
lowed by ad, and then ac and as. This is consistent with
the fact that the SMEFT corrections proportional to aq
are weighted by the corresponding PDFs in Eq. (3), and
that in the HERA region u(x) ∼> d(x) s(x), c(x). The
marginalised bounds are looser than the individual ones
by up to an order of magnitude, highlighting the rele-
vance of exploring simultaneously the widest possible re-
gion of the parameter space. PDF uncertainties turn out
to be moderate. For the individual fits, the bounds are
stable upon the inclusion of O (Q4/Λ4) terms.
The main limitation of the bounds reported in Table I
is that they are affected by double counting, since the
same HERA data was already included in the NNPDF3.1
fit used here to evaluate the DIS structure functions with
SMEFT effects. The very same problem arises for the in-
terpretation of collider measurements that are used to
constrain both the PDFs and the SMEFT parameter
space, such as jet, Drell-Yan, and top quark pair pro-
duction. To bypass this limitation, the way forward is
provided by the simultaneous extraction of the PDFs and
the SMEFT degrees of freedom {aq}, in the same way as
in joint extractions of PDFs and the strong coupling con-
stant [58].
We have thus carried out variants of the NNPDF3.1
NNLO DIS-only fit now using as theory input the struc-
ture functions with SMEFT corrections. These fits have
been performed for the same BPs as in the fixed-PDF
analysis, and are based on 300 replicas to tame statis-
tical fluctuations. Defining ∆χ2smeft = χ
2
tot − χ2(SM)tot , we
find that the BP with the largest improvement (deteriora-
tion) with respect to the SM has ∆χ2smeft ' −10 (' 90),
see Fig. 2. In all cases, χ2tot decreases as compared to the
pre-fit (fixed-PDF) result, indicating that SMEFT effects
are being partially reabsorbed into the PDFs.
From Fig. 2 one expects that in the fits with SMEFT
corrections the resulting PDFs will be distorted as com-
pared to their SM-based counterparts. Here the flexi-
ble NNPDF parametrisation is suitable to robustly as-
sess to what extent such effects can be reabsorbed into
the PDFs. Firstly, we find that the quark valence dis-
tributions are rather similar to those of the SM case,
see the Appendix. The reason is that quark PDFs are
dominantly fixed by the moderate Q2 fixed-target DIS
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FIG. 2: The difference in χ2tot with respect to the SM in the
fits with different BPs, compared to the fixed-PDF results.
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FIG. 3: The gluon PDF in the fits with two representative
SMEFT BPs (for Λ = 1 TeV), normalised to the SM result.
data, and thus unaffected by the high-Q2 HERA struc-
ture functions.
More significant differences are observed for the gluon
PDF. Within a DIS-only fit, the gluon is mostly con-
strained from the scaling violations between the low- and
high-Q2 data, which are strongly modified in the pres-
ence of energy-growing SMEFT effects. In Fig. 3 we
show the gluon in the fits based on the (au, ad, as, ac) =
(−0.3,−1.8,−5, 5) and (0, 1.2, 10, 0) BPs, normalised to
the SM and where PDF uncertainties are only displayed
for the latter. These are two of the BPs leading to the
largest deviations from the SM at the χ2 level, with
∆χ2smeft ' 65 and 41 at the pre-fit level respectively,
while also being consistent with the bounds from the
HERA data in Table I. We find that the SMEFT-induced
distortions can be comparable with the PDF uncertain-
ties and thus should be taken into account. These dis-
tortions would be even more pronounced in a global fit,
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FIG. 4: The dependence of χ2hera/ndat on Qmax in the case of
the SM and for one representative SMEFT BP, for which we
indicate both the pre-fit and the post-fit values.
where the gluon can be extracted with higher precision.
The different energy scaling of the SMEFT effects as
compared to the QCD ones (polynomial in the former,
logarithmic in the latter) can be exploited to disentan-
gle BSM dynamics from QCD ones within the PDF fit.
In Fig. 4 we display χ2hera/ndat as a function of the cut
Qmax that fixes the maximum value that enters the χ
2
evaluation. Results are shown both in the SM and in
the SMEFT for au = ad = −1.3 and as = ac = 0, and
in the latter case both for the pre-fit (fixed-PDF) and
post-fit cases. While for Qmax ∼> 50 GeV the value of
χ2hera/ndat is flat for the SM case, there is a rapid degra-
dation in the fit quality for the SMEFT case. This result
further highlights that BSM effects cannot be completely
“fitted away”. Such distinctive trend in the high-energy
behaviour of the theory would represent a smoking gun
for BSM effects, similar to how BFKL dynamics were
recently identified from small-x HERA data [59].
In Table II we indicate the individual and marginalised
90% CL intervals for the SMEFT coefficients from this
joint extraction together with the PDFs, see Table I
for the fixed-PDF ones. We find that the bounds are
rather similar in both cases, consistent with the evidence
from Figs. 2-4 that SMEFT corrections are only partially
reabsorbed in the PDFs. As expected, the individual
limits are somewhat broader at the post-fit level. The
marginalised bounds are affected by a sizable statistical
uncertainty associated with the finite number of replicas.
The latter is estimated by Gaussianly fluctuating the χ2tot
values of each BP around their central values by their
bootstrap uncertainty, and keeping only those fluctua-
tions leaving a positive-definite Hessian. The resulting
distribution of fit minima, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors
are used to estimate these statistical errors, finding in
particular that they are larger than the central value as-
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FIG. 5: The 90% CL marginalised and individual bounds in
the (au, ad) plane from this work compared to those from [22]
(dijet and parity) and to the individual bound from dijet data.
sociated to the smallest eigenvalue and therefore that a
flat direction, mainly in the (as−ac) plane, could not be
excluded.
Individual Marginalised
au [0.0,+0.5] [−0.4,+2.4]
ad [−1.1,+0.8] [−4.4,+4.5]
as [−4.5,+3.6] [−61,+39]
ac [−2.4,+0.7] [−29,+2.7]
TABLE II: Same as Table I for the simultaneous determina-
tion of the PDFs and the SMEFT coefficients.
Other studies have quantified the constraints on four-
fermion operators such as those of Eq. (2), and a com-
pilation of the information from precision LEP data and
low-energy measurements was presented in [22]. In Fig. 5
we compare the 90% CL bounds in the (au, ad) plane
from our work (both pre-fit and post-fit level) with those
from both LEP dijet data and parity measurements. We
also show the individual bounds from the former since,
contrary to the parity data, these are independent on the
modeling of the nucleon structure. We find that our pre-
cise bound for au is comparable to previous studies, while
those for ad, as, and ac are less competitive. This encour-
aging result emphasizes the potential of high-energy col-
lider data for the simultaneous extraction of both PDFs
and SMEFT degrees of freedom.
To summarise, in this work we have systematically
analysed the interplay between PDF and SMEFT fits, us-
ing the HERA structure functions that provide the back-
bone of all modern PDF extractions as a case study. Our
results represent the successful proof-of-concept of a pro-
gram aiming to exhaustively disentangle potential BSM
effects in high-energy measurements that might other-
wise be reabsorbed into the PDFs. The next steps in this
program will be to extend our study to a global dataset,
including LHC data, and to a wider operator basis.
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Mapping the SMEFT parameter space and impact on the PDF fits
In this Appendix, we provide additional information about the fits based on theory calculations that include SMEFT
corrections. We describe how we map the parameter space associated to the SMEFT four-fermion operators of Eq. (2),
and in particular present our choice of benchmark points (BPs). We quantify systematically the impact on the PDFs
of the SMEFT corrections for each of the BPs, and also study in further detail their mutual correlation.
First of all, in Table III we list the BPs that have been used to reconstruct the Hessian matrix in Eq. (5), both at
the pre-fit (fixed input PDFs) and at the post-fit levels. For each BP, we indicate the values of the total and HERA
χ2, denoted by χ2tot and χ
2
hera respectively, both in the case of a common fixed input PDF set (“pre-fit” column) and
once the PDFs have been fitted to the theory based on the corresponding BP (“post-fit” column). Here χ2hera contains
only the contributions from the neutral and charged-current inclusive structure function data, but not that from the
heavy quark structure functions. The pre-fit values of the χ2 are obtained from the central replica of the NNPDF3.1
NNLO DIS-only set, while those of the post-fit case are computed from the average over the Nrep = 300 replicas
available for each BP. Both at the pre-fit and the post-fit levels, we also indicate the absolute difference between χ2tot
in the SMEFT and in the SM, that is,
∆χ2smeft = χ
2
tot − χ2(SM)tot . (6)
The total number of data points in these fits is ndat = 3092, while the number of data points for the HERA inclusive
structure function data (both neutral current and charged current) is ndat = 1145. Recall that throughout this work
we assume Λ = 1 TeV.
The graphical representation of the results for ∆χ2smeft based on the total dataset were displayed in Fig. 2. In Fig. 6
we show the same comparison for the values of ∆χ2smeft between the pre-fit and post-fit cases, now restricted to the
contribution from the HERA structure functions. The impact of the SMEFT effects in the global PDF fit is clearly
seen to be driven by the contributions from the HERA structure function data, and in particular for the large-Q2 bins.
As in the case of the total dataset, we observe how the values of ∆χ2smeft decrease in the post-fit case as compared to
the pre-fit one, due to SMEFT corrections being partially reabsorbed into the fitted PDFs.
From Table III it is possible to identify for which BPs the effects of including the SMEFT corrections is more
significant, as indicated by the largest variations in ∆χ2smeft, and for which these effects can be neglected. The largest
variations are found for BP17, defined by au = −ad = −1.3 and as = ac = 0, for which ∆χ2smeft ' 121 (95) at the
pre-fit (post-fit) level. For some BPs the values of the χ2 are actually improved once SMEFT corrections are included,
such as for BP25, defined with au = 0.3, ad = 1.2, and as = ac−5.0, for which ∆χ2smeft varies from +3.5 at the pre-fit
level to ' −9 at the post-fit level. Note, however that some of the BPs for which ∆χ2smeft is largest, such as BP3,
BP17, or BP42, are excluded at the 90% CL as indicated in Tables I (pre-fit) and II (post-fit).
Next we summarise the main results of the fits listed in Table III at the PDF level. The differences between the
PDFs from the fits based on SM theory and those that include SMEFT corrections can be quantified by means of the
PDF pull, defined for example in the case of the gluon as follows:
Pg(x,Q
2) =
〈
g(x,Q2)
〉 |smeft − 〈g(x,Q2)〉 |SM
σg(x,Q2)|SM , (7)
and likewise for other flavours. In Eq. (7),
〈
g(x,Q2)
〉
indicates the fit central value (average over replicas) for a given
SMEFT BP and in the SM, while σg(x,Q
2) corresponds to the standard deviation for the fit based on SM theory. In
other words, the pull measures the distortion in the PDF central value induced by the SMEFT corrections in units of
the 68% CL SM uncertainty. A value of the pull |P | ≥ 1 would indicate an SMEFT-induced distortion which is not
contained within the corresponding PDF 68% confidence level uncertainty band.
7au ad as ac
Pre-fit (fixed input PDF) Post-fit
χ2tot χ
2
hera ∆χ
2
smeft χ
2
tot χ
2
hera ∆χ
2
smeft
SM 0 0 0 0 3445.8 1311.8 - 3445.8 1311.8 -
BP1 -0.28 0.1 0.1 -0.28 3453.4 1319.4 7.6 3451.0 1314.6 5.2
BP2 -0.04 -0.19 -0.19 -0.04 3445.8 1311.7 0.0 3447.2 1312.4 1.4
BP3 -1.0 0.7 -0.7 1.0 3502.8 1368.9 57.0 3490.2 1354.9 44.4
BP4 -0.7 0.5 0.0 3.0 3473.0 1338.7 27.2 3470.7 1331.1 24.9
BP5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3474.1 1339.9 28.3 3465.5 1341.7 19.7
BP6 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 3461.1 1327.1 15.3 3468.3 1324.1 22.5
BP7 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 3450.2 1316.1 4.4 3453.7 1316.9 7.9
BP8 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 3446.1 1312.0 0.3 3440.2 1313.7 -5.6
BP9 0.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 3445.5 1311.4 -0.3 3443.2 1312.5 -2.6
BP10 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 3448.1 1314.1 2.3 3440.7 1315.4 -5.1
BP11 0.0 -1.5 0.0 0.0 3447.3 1313.2 1.5 3442.5 1318.9 -3.2
BP12 0.0 -1.9 0.0 0.0 3449.8 1315.6 4.0 3448.9 1317.4 3.1
BP13 0.0 0.0 -0.7 0.0 3446.2 1312.1 0.4 3440.4 1312.5 -5.4
BP14 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.2 3445.7 1311.6 -0.1 3436.5 1314.2 -9.3
BP15 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 3445.5 1311.6 -0.3 3444.0 1311.3 -1.8
BP16 0.9 0.9 0.0 0.0 3457.5 1323.4 11.7 3455.2 1325.5 9.4
BP17 -1.3 1.3 0.0 0.0 3566.8 1433.0 121.0 3541.1 1405.7 95.3
BP18 0.0 0.0 5.0 -5.0 3481.6 1347.8 35.8 3470.1 1337.6 24.4
BP19 0.0 0.0 -2.0 2.0 3455.4 1321.2 9.6 3448.9 1323.4 3.1
BP20 0.3 0.0 10.0 0.0 3454.6 1320.6 8.8 3451.4 1321.6 -1.8
BP21 0.3 0.0 -5.0 0.0 3458.1 1324.0 12.3 3454.2 1327.0 8.4
BP22 -0.3 0.0 0.0 5.0 3465.2 1330.6 19.4 3463.2 1326.7 17.4
BP23 0.0 1.2 10.0 0.0 3487.1 1353.2 41.3 3474.7 1343.1 28.9
BP24 0.0 -1.8 -5.0 0.0 3467.2 1332.9 21.4 3469.8 1336.3 24.0
BP25 0.3 1.2 -5.0 -5.0 3449.3 1315.4 3.5 3436.9 1311.3 -8.9
BP26 0.3 -1.8 10.0 5.0 3466.7 1332.0 20.9 3456.6 1327.1 10.8
BP27 0.3 -1.8 10.0 -5.0 3462.7 1328.8 16.9 3459.7 1324.5 13.9
BP28 0.3 -1.8 -5.0 -5.0 3445.1 1311.0 -0.7 3437.1 1310.9 -8.9
BP29 -0.3 -1.8 -5.0 5.0 3510.7 1375.9 64.9 3493.4 1365.7 47.6
BP30 0.0 -0.2 0.0 0.0 3445.3 1311.2 -0.5 3437.8 1308.3 -8.0
BP31 0.0 0.0 -2.6 0.0 3448.1 1314.0 2.3 3446.4 1313.2 0.6
BP32 0.0 0.0 2.6 0.0 3446.6 1312.5 0.8 3443.3 1307.8 -2.5
BP33 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 3446.4 1312.3 0.6 3442.0 1313.9 -3.8
BP34 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 3445.8 1311.7 0.0 3439.1 1312.0 -6.7
BP35 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 3447.2 1313.1 1.4 3449.5 1314.3 3.7
BP36 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 3447.7 1313.6 1.9 3442.8 1315.7 -3.0
BP37 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2.0 3446.7 1312.8 0.9 3444.1 1312.2 -1.7
BP38 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 3451.0 1316.8 5.2 3450.6 1317.0 4.8
BP39 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 3464.5 1330.6 18.7 3461.0 1327.4 15.2
BP40 0.0 0.0 -5.0 0.0 3452.8 1318.7 7.0 3444.0 1317.4 -1.8
BP41 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3.0 3449.5 1315.6 3.7 3446.1 1314.9 0.3
BP42 0.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 3526.6 1392.7 80.8 3509.9 1368.9 64.1
TABLE III: The SMEFT benchmark points (BPs) for which variants of the NNPDF3.1 NNLO DIS-only fit have been produced.
For each BP, we indicate the values of the total and HERA-only χ2, denoted by χ2tot and χ
2
hera respectively, both in the case of
a common fixed input PDF set (“pre-fit” column) and once the PDF has been fitted to the theory based on the corresponding
BP (“post-fit” column). We also indicate the absolute difference between χ2tot in the SMEFT and in the SM, ∆χ
2
smeft. Note
that throughout this work we are assuming that Λ = 1 TeV.
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FIG. 6: Same as Fig. 2, now for the contribution of the inclusive HERA structure functions.
In Figs. 7 and 8 we show these pulls for the gluon and up valence quark PDFs at Q = 10 GeV for all BPs listed
in Table III. The results for other relevant quark combinations, such as the down valence dV , are similar to those for
uV and thus they are not shown explicitly here. In the case of the gluon, one finds that the the overall magnitude
of the SMEFT-induced distortion varies with the specific BP. The values of the pulls are contained within the PDF
uncertainty bands for all BPs considered here, though for some BPs the value of the pull reaches P ' 0.5 or even
larger. As expected, these pulls are close to zero for x ∼< 10−3, since the small-x region is mostly uncorrelated with
the large-Q2 one where the SMEFT corrections are the largest (see Fig. 1).
The situation is somewhat different for the up valence quark distribution, Fig. 8. In this case, as for the other quark
distributions, we find that the differences between the fits based on SM and the SMEFT-augmented calculations are
smaller than for the gluon, with |PuV | ∼< 0.4 for all BPs under consideration. This result can be explained by noting
that, within a DIS-only fit, the large-x quarks are constrained mostly from the fixed-target structure function data from
the SLAC, NMC, and BCDMS experiments. The kinematic coverage of these fixed-target scattering measurements
is restricted to the region Q2 ∼< 300 GeV2, where SMEFT effects are strongly suppressed. Therefore, large-x quark
PDFs are fixed by measurements in a region where SMEFT effects are always small.
In Fig. 9 we display the gluon and up valence quark PDFs at Q = 10 GeV comparing the results obtained using
SM theory with those obtained with representative SMEFT BPs, normalised to the central value of the former. We
have chosen some of the BPs from Table III for which the PDFs differ the most as compared to the SM result, as
quantified by the pulls in Figs. 7 and 8. In particular, we show in this comparison BP6, BP17, BP27, and BP42. In
these comparison, the PDF uncertainties correspond to the the 68% CL intervals computed from the corresponding
Nrep = 100 replicas. From Fig. 9 we can observe that these PDF comparisons are consistent with those of the
corresponding pulls. In particular, we note how the SMEFT-induced distortions are smaller for the up valence quark
than for the gluon, and how in the latter case these effects are clearly visible especially at medium and large-x.
Interestingly, not all the BPs shown in Fig. 9 lead to large values for ∆χ2smeft. As one can read from Table III,
while at the post-fit level one has ∆χ2smeft = 95 and 64 for BP17 and BP42 respectively, instead one obtains rather
smaller differences, ∆χ2smeft = 22 and 14, for BP6 and BP27. This result highlights that the SMEFT effects can
induce non-negligible modifications into the PDFs even in those cases where the overall fit quality is similar to that
of the SM case.
Additional information to understand the results of the PDF fits with SMEFT corrections presented in this work is
provided by the correlation pattern between the PDFs and the SMEFT coefficients {aq}. These correlation coefficients
can be evaluated, for example in the case of the gluon, as follows
ρ (aq, g(x,Q)) =
1
Nrep
∑Nrep
k=1 a
(min)(k)
q g(k)(x,Q)−
〈
a
(min)
q
〉
〈g(x,Q)〉√〈
a
(min)2
q
〉
−
〈
a
(min)
q
〉2√
〈g(x,Q)2〉 − 〈g(x,Q)〉2
, (8)
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FIG. 7: The pull, Eq. (7), for the gluon PDF between the fits based on the SM theory and those that include SMEFT
corrections. The comparison is performed at Q = 10 GeV for the benchmark points listed in Table III, where in each case we
indicate the values of the (au, ad, as, ad) coefficients.
where a
(min)(k)
q stands for the minimum of the one-dimensional parabolic fit for the coefficient of the four-fermion
operator Olq, obtained using as input for the theory calculation the k-th replica of NNPDF3.1 NNLO DIS-only. In
Eq. (8), averages are computed over the Nrep = 100 replicas. This correlation coefficient provides a measure of how
the variations in the input PDFs replica by replica translate into modifications of the best fit value of the Wilson
coefficient a
(min)(k)
q when the other coefficients are being set to their SM values.
In Fig. 10 we show these correlation coefficients between the up valence quark and the gluon PDFs in NNPDF3.1
NNLO DIS-only fits at Q = 100 GeV. Each of the curves corresponds to one of four SMEFT coefficients: au, ad, as,
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FIG. 8: Same as Fig. 7, now for the up valence quark PDF uV (x,Q
2).
or ac. In the case of the up quark, the correlation with the SMEFT coefficients is weak (with |ρ| < 0.4 in all cases),
consistent with the moderate impact that using SMEFT-augmented calculations have on the corresponding PDF fits.
The correlations are more important for the gluon in the intermediate-x region, reaching ρ ' 0.6, again mirroring the
corresponding results at the PDF fit level. The fact that the correlations have a similar shape but opposite overall
sign for au and ad is a consequence of the fact that their contributions at the structure function level have opposite
signs. Note that these correlation patterns are specific of the input dataset and choice of SMEFT operator basis, and
will in general be rather different if either of the two were to be varied.
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FIG. 9: The gluon (upper) and up valence quark (lower plots) at Q = 10 GeV with the corresponding one-sigma uncertainties,
where the PDF fits corresponding to representative SMEFT benchmark points are compared to the SM result.
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FIG. 10: The correlation coefficients ρ, Eq. (8), in the NNPDF3.1 NNLO DIS-only fits at Q = 100 GeV between the PDFs and
the SMEFT degrees of freedom au, ad, as, ac. We show results for the gluon (left) and the up valence quark (right) PDFs.
